
Notes from the January 24, 2019, Meeting of the       

 Maryland State Child Care Association (MSCCS) - Montgomery County Chapter (MCC) 

 

Chair, Astrid Crookshank, welcomed attendees.  Regular future meetings will held 

at Resource Center first floor and rotate between mornings before OCCD and 

afternoons after OCCD, with occasional other meetings at restaurants. 

• The next MSCCS – MCC meeting will be on February 28 after the regular 

OCCD meeting @ 12:15 for a “bring your own lunch” affair. 

• The March 28 MSCCS-MC meeting will be before the regular OCCD meeting 

at 8:15. 

• The April 25 MSCCS-MC meeting will be in the afternoon right after the OCCD 

meeting.  

 

Shaun Rose reported that the Kirwin Commission’s final report will be delayed 

another year, and that EC will be a priority.  This year’s funding requests will reflect 

the desire to move part-time Pre-K to full-day mainly for lower income families and 

their children.   With an increase in state funds, there may be additional MC funds 

to enhance these programs.  

 

Latest KRA data indicated that 47% of Pre-K students demonstrate readiness for K, 

and that child care centers and non-public nursery schools show the greatest 

readiness of students. Lots of problems with the structure of the KRA though.   

 

With the increase in state funds for child care subsidies, MC has cut its WPA funds.   

The new County Executive’s budget will be watched to see it funding will continue 

at the same reduced level.  Perhaps funds from various MC agencies that serve 

young children can be coordinated to be available for EC.  It was reported that more 

EC programs are accepting subsidies. 

 

Montgomery Moving Forward published priorities.  MSCCA met last week to also 

work on a strategic plan and is operating from the same Priorities Agenda as last 

year.  

 

An Evening For Children’s Advocacy: 

The visit to Annapolis is planned for this Monday, January 28.  Suggestions were 

made on how to make the visit effective:   



• Identify the Senator/Delegate for the area of the EC center, contact the 

office, and make an appointment (15 minutes or so) to talk about early 

education concerns with the Delegate.   “Are you aware of…?  These are our 

concerns as early childhood specialists.” 

• If not able to make an appointment, plan to stop by and speak with staffers. 

• Identify EC priorities. 

• A bus is being made available to leave at 2:55pm (be there before) from 

Montgomery College in Rockville for Annapolis for $10.00.  A second bus is 

leaving from Montgomery Mall for free with an estimated return time of 

10:00pm. Make arrangements for the bus as previously as specified in the 

previous mailing sent out by Shaun.   

 

Future Events & Dates: 

• February 16 - MC Cultural Education Summit at the Silver Spring Cultural 

Center.  Present will be vendors, panelists, and workshops for staff from 

MD, VA, and DC programs.  

• February 24 – Champions for Children Event for families. 

• April 19 – Town Meeting with MSDE officials – possibly to be rescheduled 

from this date. 

• May 2 – May 5 – MSCCA Conference by the Sea – with Steve Spangler 

and Rae Pica in Ocean City, MD. 

• April 6 – PG County Build For Success Conference on Conscience 

Discipline 

• February 28 – Next MSCA-MC meeting after OCCD meeting – “bring your 

own lunch.” 

 


